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Abstract- The Routing Information Protocol is a Distance vector protocol, which employs the hop count as a routing metric.
RIP prevents routing loops by implementing a limit on the number of hops allowed in a path from the source to a destination.
The maximum number of hops allowed for RIP is 15. Originally each RIP router transmits full updates every 30 seconds. As the
network grew in size, however, it became evident there could be a massive time. In most current networking environments, RIP
is not the preferred choice for routing as its time to converge and scalability is poor compared to EIRGP and OSPF, Because RIP
based on Distance vector routing protocol, But OSPF based on Link State Routing Protocol. So we are using the OSPF protocol
in CISCO 2800 series Router to overcome the above mentioned problem.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

A Routing Protocol is a protocol that specifies how routers communicate with each other, disseminating information
that enables them to select routes between any two nodes on a computer network. While routing, the choice of the
route being done by routing algorithms. Each router has a priori knowledge about networks attached to it directly.
A routing protocol shares this information first among immediate neighbors, and then throughout the network. This
way, routers gain knowledge of the topology of the network. The term Routing Protocol refers specifically to one of
the operating layers of the OSI model, which similarly disseminates topology information between routers.
The specific characteristics [33] of routing protocols include:
x Routing path
x Hop count
x Convergence time
x Scale up factor
1.1 OSI REFERENCE MODEL
A protocol is a set of rules that governs the communications between computers on a network.
These rules include guidelines that regulate the following characteristics of a network: access method, allowed
physical topologies, types of cabling, and speed of data transfer [14]. A protocol may have a formal description.
Protocols may include signaling, authentication and error detection and correction capabilities. A protocol definition
defines the syntax, semantics, and synchronization of communication; the specified behavior is typically
independent of how it is to be implemented. A protocol can therefore be implemented as hardware or software or
both.
One of the greatest functions of the OSI specification is to assist in data transfer between disparate hosts, that they
can enable us to transfer data between a UNIX host and a PC or a MAC.
OSI has seven layers, divided into two groups namely, Host group and Media group. The host group explains how
data is transmitted end to end and the Media group explains how the applications within the end station will
communicate with each other and with users. These groups are further divided into layers as shown below:
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x

Host Layer:
o Physical layer
o Data link layer
o Network layer
o Transport layer

x

Media Layer:
o Session layer
o Presentation layer
o Application layer

II. ROUTING INFORMATION PROTOCOL
Distance vector Routing protocols uses frequent broadcasts (255.255.255.255 or FF.FF.FF.FF) of their entire routing
table every 30 Sec, on all their interfaces in order to communicate with their neighbors. The bigger the routing
tables, the more broadcasts. This methodology limits significantly the size of the network on which distance Vector
can be used.
Routing Information Protocol and Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (IGRP) are two very popular distance Vector
routing protocols. You can find links to more information on these protocols at the bottom of the page.
Distance Vector routing protocols view networks in terms of adjacent routers and hop counts, which also happens to
be the metric used. The “hop” count (max of 15 for RIP, 16 is deemed unreachable and 255 for IGMP), will increase
by one every time the packet transits through a router. So the router makes decisions about the way a packet will
travel, based on the amount of hops it takes to reach the destination and if it had 2 different ways to get there, it will
simply send it via the shortest path, regardless of the connection speed. This is known as pinhole congestion.
2.1 MAXIMUM HOP COUNT
The routing loop that must be noticed at is called “counting to infinity” and it is caused by gossip and wrong
information being communicated between the routers. Without something to protect against this type of loop, the
hop count will keep on increasing each time the packet goes through a router! One way of solving this problem is to
define a maximum hop count. Distance Vector (RIP) permits. The hop count of up to 15, so anything that needs 16
hops is unreachable. So, if a loop occurred, it would go around the network until the packet reached a hop count of
15 and the next router would simply discard the packet.
2.2 SPLIT HORIZON
Works on the principle that it’s never useful to send information about a router back to the destination from which
the original packet came. As explained in the earlier subsection, it would have prevented Router A from sending the
updated information it received from router B back to Router B.
2.3 HOLD-DOWN TIMERS
Routers keep an entry for the network-down state, allowing time for other routers to be recomputed for this topology
change, this way, allowing time for either the downed router to come back or the network to stabilize somewhat
before changing to the next base router.
When a router receives an update from a neighbor indicating that a previously accessible network is not working and
is inaccessible, the hold-down timer will start. If a new update arrives from a neighbor with a better metric than the
original network entry, the hold-down is removed and date is passed. But an update is received from a neighbor
router before the hold-down timer expires and it has a lower metric than the previous route, therefore the update is
ignored and the hold-down timer keeps ticking. This allows more time for the network to converge.
There are three instances when triggered updates will reset the hold-down timer:
x The hold-down timer expires
x The router receives a processing task proportional to the number of links in the internetwork.
x Another update is received indicating the network status has changed.
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2.4 ROUTING INFORMATION PROTOCOL
Routing Information Protocol is a true Distance Vector Routing protocol. It sends the complete routing table out to
all active interfaces every 30 seconds. RIP only uses hop count to determine the best way to a remote network, but it
has a maximum allowable hop count of 15, meaning that 16 is deemed unreachable. RIP works well in small
networks, but it is inefficient on large networks with slow WAN links or on networks with large number of routers
installed.
The basic concepts about the RIP virtual diagram is shown in Fig 2.1. RIP comes in two different versions. RIP uses
only Classful routing, which means that all devices in the network must use the same subnet mask. This is because
RIP does not include the subnet mask when it sends updates. RIP uses broadcasts (255.255.255.255). The
disadvantages of RIP are:
x More utilization of Bandwidth
x Work with only 15 hop count
x Slow Convergence
x Formation of Routing loop
x Classful routing is followed
x Maximum router can be connected is 16
x Load balancing is of 4 paths

Fig 2.1RIP Virtual Diagram

2.5 OSPF PROTOCOL
Link State protocols, unlike Distance Vector broadcasts, use multicast. Multicast is a “broadcast” to a group of
hosts, in this case routers. Let us assume there are 10 routers of which 4 were part of a “multicast group” then, when
sending out a multicast packet to this group, only these routers will receive the updates, while the rest of them will
simply ignore the data. The multicast address is usually 224.0.0.5 & 224.0.0.6, this address is defined by the IGRP
(Interior Gateway Protocol).
Link State routing protocols do not view networks in terms of adjacent routers sand hop counts, but they build a
comprehensive view of the overall network which fully describes the all possible routes along with their costs.
Using the SPF (Shortest Path First) algorithm, the router creates a “topological database” which is a hierarchy
reflecting the network routers it knows about. It then puts its self on the top of this hierarchy, and has a complete
picture from its own perspective.
When a router using a Link State protocol, such an OSPF (Open Shortest Path First) knows about a change in the
network, it will multicast this change instantly, there for flooding the network with this information. The information
routers require to build their databases is provided in the form of Link State advertisement packets (LSAP). Routers
do not advertise their entire routing tables; instead each router advertises only its information regarding immediately
adjacent routers.
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Fig 2.2 OSPF virtual Diagram

The Virtual diagram of OSPF is shown in Fig 2.2. Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) is routing protocol developed
for Internet Protocol(IP) networks by the interior gateway protocol(IGP) working group of the Internet Engineering
Task Force(IETF). The working group was formed in 1988 to design an IGP based on the shortest path first (SPF)
algorithm for use in the Internet. Similar to the Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (IGRP), OSPF was created
because in the mid-1980s, the Routing Information Protocol (RIP) was increasingly unable to serve large,
heterogeneous internet works.
OSPF is a classless routing protocol, which means that in its updates, it includes the subnet of each route it knows
about, thus, enabling variable-length subnet masks. With variable-length subnet masks, an IP network can be broken
into many subnets of various sizes. This provides network administrators with extra network-configuration
flexibility. These updates are multicasts of specific addresses (224.0.0.5 and 224.0.0.6).
2.6 RESULT & DISCUSSION
The analysis of Routing Information Protocol has been made in this Project. Using Cisco Packet Tracer, the Protocol
has been simulated. On analyzing the Protocol, there were various drawbacks in the Routing Information Protocol.
The principal drawbacks include increased bandwidth utilization for sending updates. Also, the protocol does not
consider the Bandwidth in metric calculation as it uses only hop count.
Let us assume two networks, both having the same class of IP. In this case, the Routing Information Protocol allows
data transmission between two networks. But if the networks are configured with different Classes of IP, then the
Protocol doesn’t allow data transmission between the networks. This is the major drawback of the Routing
Information Protocol and is shown in the fig. 3.3 and figs. 3.4.
Fig 2.3 shows the successful data transmission between the two networks on assigning the IP of the same class. The
green dot on the router cable indicates the successful data transmission.

Fig 2.3 RIP configuration with same class of IP
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Fig 2.4 shows that there is no data transmission on the assigned IP of different classes. The red dot on the router
cable indicates that there is no data transmission.

Fig 3.4 RIP configuration with different classes of IP

The major disadvantage of this configuration is that the networks which don’t have the same IP cannot communicate
with each other.
III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The study on earlier chapters shows that working with this OSPF protocol will have the following advantages:
x Classless routing protocol
x Updates are through multicast (244.0.0.5)
x The administrative distance is 110
x Metric cost is 108/bandwidth in bps
x Acknowledge is sent in every 30 Sec
x Hierarchical design in Multiple area
x First and foremost area is called as a backbone.
The results of this project indicate and enhance our understanding that all major disadvantages of RIP can be
overcome using OSPF protocol, because it uses a link state algorithm and it maintain three tables for easy and
convenient routing: - Neighbor table, Database table, and Routing information table.
The neighbor table contains information about directly connected OSPF neighbor. This forms a adjacency. Database
table contains information about the entire view of topology with respect to each router. Routing table contains
information about the best path calculated by the shortest path first algorithm.
Future research should therefore concentrate on the investigation of Routing in Ad-hoc network. In an Ad - hoc
network the router without any access point (AP) will be used.
Extended Service Set can be provided which can connect the larger area network with multiple AP and cover a
greater area will also be provided. Authentication for the router from the attack of foreign elements can be done by
providing password and username for admin controller.
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